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Editorial Dub
Front cover – Queen Ifrica – photograph of an original painting by Haile Mecael

Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 23 for the month of Reuben. A sad month for many of us here
in Oxford with the passing from prostate cancer on March 28 of Ras Brother John
aka BJ, who featured on the cover of The Dub’s January 2018 issue. He will be
much missed and our thoughts and prayers go out to his family and close friends.
There are several interviews this month: Alex Caramellino aka Jah Fingers, GT
Moore and Gary Constant with the first part of an interview that digs deep into
Oxford’s sound system history of the early 70s. There will be more interviews
with others who have been involved in our town’s reggae history in future issues.
There are lots of events in this month’s Dub Diary featuring friends and
contributors to The Dub, including Asher Messenjah, Jah Lion Movement, Field
Frequency, Ali Zion and High Grade.
I would like to offer a heartfelt salute to those who continue to write for The Dub
and support the magazine in other ways – Steve Mosco, Pete Clack, Leo B, Ali
Zion, Simon Wade, Jawara Ellis, Jah Porter, Zioness, Lew Lewis M, Asher
Messenjah, Jules Dalitz and Natty Mark.

Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
Jimmy Cliff 1st April 1948
Vivian Jones 1st April 1957
Garnet Silk 2nd April 1966
Leroy Horsemouth Wallace 3rd April 1950
Bunny Wailer 10th April 1947
Shinehead 10th April 1962
Lacksley Castell 11th April 1959
Congo Ashanti Roy 12th April 1943
Capleton 13th April 1967
Benjamin Zephaniah 15th April 1958
Sizzla Kalonji 17th April 1976
Hopeton Lewis aka Scientist 18th April 1960
Hortense Ellis 18th April 1941
Kabaka Pyramid 19th April
Big Youth 19th April 1949
Stephen Marley 20th April 1972
Laurel Aitken 22nd April 1927
Tarrus Riley 26th April 1979
Cedric Im Brooks 27th April 1943
Barrington Levy 30th April 1964
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CEDRIC ‘IM’ BROOKS

Mun-Dun-Go * Rebirth * Satta Amassagana * Jah Light It Right
Lamb’s Bread Collie * Idleberg (Skylarking version) * Sabayindeh
Jah Kingdom Come * United Africa LP

Cedric Brooks (in white) pictured onstage with the Light Of Saba
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JAH FINGERS MUSIC
If you have been buying reggae records at all in the last five years or so, it has
been hard to miss Jah Fingers Music. The label has put out new and re-released
reggae from many eras and many different styles, including material that had not
been released before. Initially supported by my old local reggae shop,
Supertone, Alex Caramellino (label owner) has built the label up into something
very special. Alex took some time out to answer some questions from the Dub
magazine.
The Dub – When was the first Jah Fingers release?
Alex Caramellino – If you mean the first release I was involved in, it was Paco Ten
‘Rastaman Rock’ 10” in 2007. If you mean the label Jah Fingers, it started in 2013
with two singles produced by the late great Fatis Burrell.
The Dub – Can you explain the philosophy of the label as you seem to release a
wide range of reggae music?
Alex – To me it’s all about putting out good music that people are happy to buy.
That’s the key. I love a good song, the style doesn’t really matter to me. I listen
to many different kinds of music and my musical path as a listener is reflected
heavily in the tunes I put out. The output of my label so far has been a bit of a
soundtrack of my life since I started listening to reggae, so all those producers,
labels and styles that influenced me along the way are somehow represented.
The mission of the label is to give a contribution, getting more and more people
into reggae and all its subgenres. I think this music is really underdeveloped
considering its potential. For instance, look at rap, how little it was when it
started and how far it’s gone influencing mainstream music worldwide. To me
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reggae has the same potential, so it’s all about bridging the gap between the
music and the people so we all need to do more to get it out there.
The Dub – Can you please tell us a little of the process of reissuing reggae singles
so that the original artists can get their fair share, as I know this is important to
you?
Alex – Well, everything starts from researching the best music to put out.
Sometimes I repress a record exactly as it was originally, sometimes I check some
producers and find some good riddims and get ideas about who would be the
best singer to sing on that. Other times I just find a good song on an album that I
think deserves to be issued as a single with different mixes and all that. I’ve been
a sound man for many years, so I sort of kept looking at things from a sound
man’s perspective. Once I’ve found the tune I want to work with, then it’s all
about finding the copyright holder and have a negotiation with them to achieve a
fair deal for both parties.

I must say that most of the time producers seem very happy with the way I deal
with them, as I generally offer them deals that allow them to keep control of
their productions, so that in the future they will have the freedom to decide
whether they want to keep working with me or taking another direction. It
works. I also take care of the mechanical rights part of the licensing all the time,
which is very important as well, because reggae is full of beef between producers
and singers, musicians etc, so this way I make sure they both get something out
of it.
The Dub – Are the new tunes that you release commissioned by you directly or do
the artists tend to offer you tracks for release?
Alex – I’d say most of the time it’s me deciding what to put out. Obviously over
the years, I’ve got into very good relationships with a number of
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producers/artists, they know how I work and feel confident working with me
again rather than venturing out there and trusting other people, so I get phone
calls and when there is a good opportunity I always take it into consideration. It
happened recently, I contacted a producer for a song but for some reason I
wasn’t lucky and was unable to get it. But I ended up talking with this producer
about a lot of things even not strictly related to music and we realised that we
shared a common view on many things, so a few weeks later the producer came
to me offering a song produced by one of his long-time associates. I loved the
song so I seized the opportunity.

The Dub – Which release are you most proud of so far?
Alex – Every tune has a story behind it and to be honest, I’m focussed on the
work of the label as a whole rather than any single tune. I know I have a variety
of customers, so some of the ones that don’t like a particular tune will like
another release and vice versa. So the thing that makes me proud is staying
strong in the business and slowly building up a good catalogue where everybody
can find products that they like. If I have to pick one or two tunes that I’m
particularly attached to, I’d say the Junior Delgado 12”, because he was such a
great artist and the album that single has been lifted from wasn’t promoted and
marketed [or even released] properly because sadly Jux passed away, so I’m
happy that I could bring back at least two tunes out of it to the public. Also I’d
say all of the Dennis Brown tunes I am proud of because the Crown Prince is my
favourite artist of all time and I’m so blessed to have his magical voice on some
of my releases. I remember when we were mixing a song called ‘In The Mood
For Love’, me and the engineer would solo Dennis’ vocal channel on the mixing
board and just enjoy listening to his voice acapella. It was so brilliant that it
could almost be released without a riddim underneath. Dennis Brown man …
one in a million.
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The Dub – What records were crucial to you getting deeper into reggae?
Alex – Musically, I’m a 90s man. I was born in 1981, so I started buying music in
the 90s. At that time, the quantity and quality of reggae coming from Jamaica
was just unbelievable. Men like Fatis, Donovan Germain, Bobby Digital, Richard
Bell, they were running things at that time, working with some of the most
talented singers and I was so excited to discover that sound. I remember all
those Sizzla tunes on Xterminator, Garnet Silk, Buju Banton, those were the
records that got me in love with reggae.

The Dub – The modern reworkings of Yabby You songs that you have released are
incredible. How did those come about?
Alex – A few years ago, I used to hang around Mixing lab chatting and doing
some work with Roy Francis. He mentioned to me that he had some previously
unreleased stuff from the likes of Dennis Brown, Yabby You, Willi Williams and
more. We started going through some of the tapes and basically found a full
unreleased album by Yabby You. The arrangements and sound quality were
quite awful though. It was like a raw recording from rehearsals, the sound was
so dry, drum, bass and Yabby’s voice, and that was it. I even doubted we could
get anything good out of it to be honest. Then I played them to a good friend of
mine, and he was like “Man, we should really do something with this.” I was like
“I don’t know man…” However, he eventually persuaded me, so we got started.
First I got the 24 tracks transferred on to Pro Tools, then I gathered a group of
musicians like Inyaki Yarritu from Basque Dub Foundation, Jonah Dan, Earl
Sixteen, myself and Petah Sunday from I-tal Soup Records. We did a lot of
overdubbing and worked on arrangements. Then Petah mixed them with an
analogue mixer, plate reverbs and all that, then we gave them to Nick Manasseh
to do the mastering. The result was wicked. If you listen to the 24 track tape and
then the final mixes, you wouldn’t even believe it’s the same material.
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The Dub – What does the future hold for Jah Fingers Music?
Alex – There are a lot of things going on at the moment, I don’t like to talk about
things before they happen because I’m a southern [Italian] man and I’m
superstitious, haha. All I can say is get ready because there are a lot of things
cooking in the pot, you can’t even imagine. Big up The Dub magazine and thanks
for the opportunity to talk about my work. Nuff respect.
Dan-I

New stock – thousands of new 12”
records arrive at Jah Fingers HQ
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KINGLY CHARACTER
the music of Garnet Silk

Kingly Character
Fill Us With Your Mercy
Zion In A Vision
Bless Me
Lord Watch Over Our Shoulders
My Love is Growing
Music Is The Rod
Say Something
Love Me Baby
Babylon Be Still

GARNET SILK b.2/4/1966
Ras Achias
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BENJAMIN
ZEPHANIAH
Benjamin Zephaniah is truly a man of many parts. He is a highly successful
children’s poet and novelist; as well as a writer for adults; he is a reggae artist
fronting his own band; he is a vegan activist; he is a famous OBE refuser; writer
of probably the world’s only dub opera and much, much more. I first had the
pleasure to see him perform in the mid 1980s when he was doing regular (mostly
benefit) gigs with anarcho punk bands like Poison Girls and Chumbawamba. Not
long after, I saw him onstage at a huge anti-racism event at Brockwell Park in
Brixton supporting The Damned. Some years on and I was lucky enough to see
him support Burning Spear. At all of these gigs he appeared on his own, armed
with just his words and his personality and he always won the crowd over in no
time at all.

Last year he returned to writing music after many years, joining forces with
Inyaki Yarritu to create a new purpose-built band. Inyaki was a very good choice
to turn to, as he regularly works as band leader with Vin Gordon, Leroy Sibbles
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and many other greats, as well as being behind many of the works from Jamtone
studio in Brixton. A new album and festival appearances last year put
Zephaniah’s music back in the public eye.
Zephaniah’s protest poetry of old has not gone away, it has been refined, given
new avenues. That was how he first made his name and it still underpins
everything that he does, he is just constantly seeking ways to reach new
audiences.
His children’s poems may turn out to be his most lasting legacy. The children
that I work with regularly love his poems, they love hearing him perform them,
they love the word play and the rhythms as well as the hot topics. Poems like
‘Talking Turkeys’ and ‘Vegan Delight’ address directly the issue of food, which has
long been one of his main concerns. Getting children to feel sorry for turkeys at
Christmas is a major step towards getting them thinking about what they eat, as
is the huge list of foods from across the world that vegans eat. It is always
fascinating to see how many of the foods in the poem a group of children even
know, let alone have tried. If that encourages some of those children to ask their
parents about trying more plant-based food, then he has succeeded in his
mission.
His books for teenagers are even more direct – ‘Face’, ‘Refugee Boy’ and
‘Teacher’s Dead’ all deal with subjects rarely tackled seriously in children’s lives
or children’s books. For some young readers, he has been the only writer they
feel has any relevance to their own lives. Again, this is a lasting success for
Zephaniah, a writer who is always looking for a new challenge.
Dan-I
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows
Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays The
Cornerstonemusik Session on First FM / First 105.1
Every show offers support and airtime to breakthrough artists / groups' from
UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with wicked classics and rareities from
the Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.
This month bringing you NEW RELEASES ...
Mother Nature – Sylvan White / Robbie
Shakespeare
While in Jamaica, members of Fruits Records’
studio band The 18th Parallel teamed up with
Robbie Shakespeare (Sly & Robbie) to produce a
heavy rub-a-dub riddim the “Magnetic Buzz”.
Featuring veteran roots singers Sylvan White
and Delroy Melody alongside Earth Warrior, a
young artist from Rockfort JA. “Magnetic Buzz
Riddim” with Robbie’s lead bass line and the
style it’s reminiscent of late 70’s and early
1980s. Sylvan White who recorded crucial songs like “Africans Unite”,
“Youthman” and “Mountain Top” is back after years off the scene and delivers a
beautiful track “Mother Nature”. Next comes a dub version of the riddim called
“Epileptic Landscape. Side B introduces Earth Warrior with “Love Triangle”, his
debut slice of vinyl. Delroy Melody, who recorded his first tunes as a member of
the Young Lads (The School Boys) for Bunny “Striker” Lee in 1968, is probably
best known for his 1979 roots killer “Ease Up The Pressure”, which was reissued
on the Jamwax label in 2013. His cut “Africa Here I Come” is the heaviest version
of the riddim. .
Roots Radics - Aza Lineage
Up and coming Jamaican roots vocalist Aza Lineage (Dana Bernard) from
Kingston Jamaica, releases her new single “Roots Radics” her second track on
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More Life Productions label. Aza is a strong
foundation roots artist with important messages in
her music - inner hope, love and strength, insight
and self-awareness unity and balance.
This is an international offering. The reggae riddim
(mixed by King Jammy), with a dancehall feel , is
from Russian band “Love Jah Project”, with great
horns and a ‘dubby outtro!’ Aza’s smooth earthy
vocals flow across the riddim. The song is a plea
for unity: “Roots Radics Reggae Rockers, unite our nation..”
REGGAE ANTHOLOGY BOBBY DIGITAL - VOL 1 X-TRA WICKED
– SERIOUS TIMES Label: VP Music Group | Format: 3CD-DR-2LP

VOL.2

Two great new compilations of classic cuts from the great works of Bobby Digital
– available as CD / Vinyl featuring artists like Shabba Ranks, Cocoa Tea, Johnny
Osborne, Tony Rebel, Glen Ricks, Pad Anthony, Horace Andy, Sanchez, Admiral
Tibet, Half Pint, Garnett Silk, Leroy Smart, Pinchers, Mad Cobra, Bounty Killer,
Buju Banton etc. Plus Bonus DVD.
For something completely different with a more Dubwise feel check out these
new albums – ‘Woman On A Mission’ from Vibronics on SCOOPS Records and
‘Overdubbed’ from Echo Beach - it’s Sly + Robbie Meet Dubmatix.
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Step Out EP – Joe Pilgrim and The Liberians
Brand new 6 track EP from Joe Pilgrim and
Liberians available via Soul Nurse Records.
Joe is a French-Beninese singer conveys a strong
spiritual message, as he opens new avenues for
reflection on the major current issues of our
world. The music has a 1970’s feel foundation
roots but with a 1980’s digital overtone.

ARTISTS, PRODUCERS and AGENTS – a big
thanks and respect to all the artists, producers and agents that provide us with
brand new and back catalogue music / jingles and drops for our radio playlists. If
you have music you want to be considered for our shows please forward in MP3
or send Download Access to cornerstonemusik@aol.com
Join us for
‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
text
to +44 (0)7813355448
‘Saturday Session’ – First FM on 105.1FM or ‘TUNE IN’/ www.firstfm.uk / text
+44 (0)7970773105
DJ Baps – Cornerstonemusik
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BIG YOUTH
Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing
Ten Against One
In His Own Way (with Dennis Brown)
Jah Judgement
Political Confusion
Jah Jah Love Them
Downtown Kingston Pollution
River Jordan
Marcus Mosiah Garvey
Dread Locks Dread
Traffic Jam
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G.T. MOORE
My introduction to GT Moore in the early 90’s came via the “Foundation in Dub”
LP released by Jah Works. It was a reflection of the emerging and expanding
`Reading reggae scene.’ A scene that I was to meet through playing out on the
Ohm Sound System, gigging a lot with Revolutionary Dub Warriors, Jah Rej and
Donette Forte.

Unknown to me, the ‘Utopia’ cut on the LP (first released as a single in 1980) was
from the yet to be released “Harry J Sessions”. Sessions swathed in mythology
... But back, back way before that in the 90s Gerald was over in Jamaica
(recruited by Henk Targowski) to complete what was to be the last studio
recording at the Black Ark with an ever closer to God Lee Perry, in the guise of
“Pipecock Jackson.”
Taking time out of that session, GT managed to fit in the no small matter of
recording what was to be his Harry J Sessions album (recently released on Partial
Records after many years in limbo). We all gathered for the select record launch
at the Brixton record shop Lion Vibes, with GT kindly allowing me to interview
him later.
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Simon - I’ve just been to a little impromptu gig, actually a promptu gig, with GT
Moore and friends (James Lascelles and Ben Ball from Horus Records).

GT - Yes ... Just a little spot to promote the Harry J Sessions which is coming out
tomorrow in cool Brixton, cool record shop with cool people.
Simon - I got a sense listening to some classic riddims, I take it that it was
recorded some time ago?
GT – Yes, it was recorded some time ago… recorded 40 years ago when I was
working with Lee Perry out in Jamaica. I took time out to record at Harry J’s on
the side when I was there.
Simon - For the uninitiated, who was Harry J?
GT – Well, he was just the guy who ran the studio … pretty cool guy, pretty cool
studio.
Simon - and you were out there with Mr Perry?
GT - That’s it … our main reason for being there. It was “The Return of Pipecock
Jackson” LP, I think that it was the last album to be recorded at the Black Ark
studio.
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Simon - These were recorded onto tape?
GT - We recorded onto 2 inch multi-track tape, 16 tracks, long buried away in the
cupboard in the can. We dug them out and digitised them in Holland.
Simon - Who were the musicians? As a guitarist, in part it was the reason I came
to see you play and to check you out …
GT – Rasta … laughs … Bud Beedle was the sax player, James Lascelles, they were
the Europeans. The other musicians were all Jamaican musicians, session men.
Simon - You bought them (the tapes) back, re-visited them and added parts?
GT – No. There were no added parts, we kept the same eq and tone, we wanted
to keep the same authentic JA sound.
Simon – How different was it recording out there? What was it like recording out
there as you had quite an extensive recording career?
GT - Yes I had first recorded when I was 23. Back then in Jamaica, it was a great
place to work, ‘cus everything was done live … we recorded live in the studio.
Scratch didn’t always do that but there was an ethic - a band had to set up and
sound good ethic - that a band had to be good, set up and sound good. JA - it
was quick and fun.
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Simon - I think we have a mutual friend, Henk… ?
GT – Yes. Henk Targowski … he wasn’t out there, but sorted everything out. He
was the executive producer of the Harry J Sessions – who released Mr Perry‘s
Pipecock Jackson LP on his Black Star Liner label. He was the executive producer,
a very good friend of mine, a main cultural person in Black Star Liner. A person
who really understood what Scratch did. He was the man who really knew what
was going on.
Simon - Cut to now in 2018 … So what’s happening this year? You’re still
performing? Still writing?
GT - Last year I went to Japan. I have a group called Heron it’s a 60s/70s band, an
“acid folk” thing. I want to go back. As GT Moore, I’m recording roots reggae. I
ran into a great singer from a band called Midnite, Benjamin Vaughan, we talked
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a lot. We’re planning on recording together and I’m planning on going out with a
reggae band. We have a lot in the pipeline.
Simon - Who does the band centre around? Mr Lascelles, is he part of the
equation?
GT – Yes, we are old friends. They all have their own bands - Richard Bailey,
Kumar Harada - they all have their own thing, we play on each other’s music we
have a good understanding. Thank you so much for giving me this opportunity.

Simon Wade aka DJ Smart Monkey
Host of ‘The Wirebender Radio On Berlin’

G.T. Moore
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CONGO ASHANTI ROY
aka Roydel Johnson, b. 12 April 1943

83 Struggle (with Prince Far I)
African Blood (with Singers & Players)
Dance A You Yard

with The Congos

Hail The Words Of Jah
Children Crying
Days Chasing Days
Congoman
Solid Foundation
Row Fisherman Row
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Mungo’s HiFi Sound System
at the Bullingdon, Oxford, 24th March 2018
review and photos by Leo B
The Bullingdon continues its rich, varied association with sound system culture,
this time hosting one of the most well established: Glasgow’s Mungo’s Hi Fi.
While Oxford’s other main reggae venue, the Cellar, has an incredible PA and a
superlative in-house sound engineer - it is also more challenging to safely
transport several tons (probably) of speaker boxes, mixers, and assorted audio
equipment down to the subterranean venue. Mungo’s not only have one of the
biggest stacks in the business, but they have a large wooden platform complete
with a roof, from which they perform. This suits our first selector, of course Count Skylarkin’ who famously sometimes plays from a garden shed [this is a
real thing – The Disco Shed]. Opening with a rootsy set, including some from his
beloved Alton Ellis, the Count - who also comperes in a very subtle way - thus
warms up a reassuringly large and active crowd. Then it is the turn of his
compatriot - Dublin’s Bazza Ranks from the Dirty Dubsters. Playing an upbeat
digital dancehall selection, with the odd foray into drum and bass - he introduces
livewire MC Peppery who joins him on various productions. Then Mungo’s
themselves.
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Don Letts once told me Mungo’s have an ‘analogue attitude’. Although their
sound is based on 80s Prince Jammy dancehall dub, it still feels very
contemporary. This is illustrated by the format they use to play. I was struck by
the fact that they seemed to just be playing the one record for the whole set.
This is actually a ‘scratch’ interface system whereby the digital audio program on
a laptop is manipulated by the vinyl. The sound is then pumped out to a boneshaking sound system. No less than 6 sub woofer bass scoops are used: I could
feel the sonic frequencies flapping my trousers, always a good sign. Tunes like
‘The Herbalizer’, ‘Walk and Skank’ and ‘Serious Time’ - nu reggae anthems all are all heard exactly as they were intended; on the system operated by the
people who made them. Tom Tattersall, Mungo’s wizardly main producer, is
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joined by Tom Spirals - resident MC with Scotch Bonnet Records, who displays a
real warmth and playfulness that compliments the Sound - when he is given
space to do so within the tracks. We didn’t stay till the end (i.e 3am- which
would have been 4, given that clocks went back) but apparently they didn’t want
to leave. Which means they’ll be back to orchestrate more serious skanking…
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LACKSLEY CASTELL
When Lacksley Castell died in 1983 aged 24 from complications of an asthma
attack, the reggae world was robbed of a pure talent whose voice shone bright
and clear in every song of his short lived career spanning the late 1970s to early
1980s.
A friendship with Hugh Mundell led to his first release ‘Babylon World’ on
Augustus Pablo’s Rockers label in 1978. Another tune titled ‘Love In Your Heart’
also appeared on Rockers as well as a differently titled version called ‘Jah
Children’ for Everton Da Silva’s Hungry Town label.
One of Lacksley’s best known tunes ‘Jah Love Is Sweeter’ appeared on Orchid
label in 1979, produced by Pauline Morrison and recorded at the Black Ark.
The same year saw ‘What A Great Day It Will Be’, a big tune produced by Prince
Jammy and issued on the late photographer Dave Hendley’s Sufferers Heights
label.

An association with British label Negus Roots saw a good body of work recorded
and released in the early 1980s including the singles ‘Government Man’ and
‘Speak Softly’.
‘My Collie Tree’ was a tuff release coming on Soundoff 12 inch.
‘Unkind To Myself’ on the 1983 Princess Lady album rode a Dennis Bovell
produced cut of ‘None A Jah Jah Children’ and was later released on Negus Roots
7 inch in 2011.
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A production with former Royals member Roy Cousins titled ‘Tug A War Games’
saw release on CSA 12 inch in 1983 and was later reissued by Pressure Sounds.
Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior

Black Journalism birthdays
Hubert Harrison – Melaku Beyan – Alice Dunnigan – Marvel
Cooke – Mary E. Britton – Asa P. Randolph – William Trotter
Kojo Tovalu Houenou – William Bolivar – William Gqoba

By special request
Reissued on vinyl by On-U Sound for Record Store Day 2018 (April 21st), the
debut album by Creation Rebel from 1978, produced by Adrian Sherwood and
engineered by Dennis Bovell. Also from On-U Sound is a Mungo’s HiFi Remix 10”
of Bim Sherman singing ‘Lightning & Thunder’.
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VIVIAN JONES

1. FIRE
(in memory of those died in the Grenfell Tower fire)
2. ETHIOPIA LAND
3. RED EYES
4. ONE OF THESE DAYS
5. WELCOME TO THE ROOTS
6. JAH SEE THEM A COME
7. WAT A BAM BAM
8. GREEDY DOG
9. GOT A LIGHT
10. LEGALIZE GANJA
Ali Zion, Melody Remix
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BIG SOUNDS IN A SMALL TOWN:
OXFORD’S SOUND SYSTEM HISTORY PART 1
Interview with GARY CONSTANT aka CONSTANT JAMMIN
Oxford is not the first city you would think of for a long history of reggae sound
systems, but it is in fact typical of the many towns and cities across Britain during
the 1970s that had their own scene, sounds and venues. Oxford’s sound system
story began (like many others) in the late 1960s, following the building of the
Blackbird Leys estate and the expansion of Oxford’s industrial base. The Morris
Minor factory was a significant reason for people to move to Oxford.
Gary Constant, of Ockard Ridim label, was one of the first men of colour to be
born in Blackbird Leys. Gary’s Antiguan dad was deep in the music, and when he
used to travel to New Orleans, he would always buy a heap of records. Unlike
lots of other places, in Oxford the Caribbean population has come from many
different islands – Antigua, St. Vincent, St. Kitt’s, Dominica as well as Jamaica.
For those kids of Gary’s generation, mostly British born, growing up in England
provided both challenges and opportunities and sound systems proved to be
both.
GC - By the time I got to age 13 or 14, I became more aware of black culture in
Oxford, and when I asked my dad who the sound systems were, he said Mr Big
Stuff, Sonny Downbeat and Jesse James.
Mr Big Stuff was more of a St. Vincent type man, so he played a lot of easy big
mama music, you know, big people’s music? It had more of a sweetness to it.
But Sonny Downbeat was the real authentic Jamaican style of sound – Sonny and
Tommy would play the rhythm & blues, the ska and the rocksteady and reggae.
And there was Jesse James Sound, the guy was called Maltin or something like
that. He was something to do with the Gabbidons, anyway, he had a sound and
he used to play in the old Caribbean Club and he was well known in Cowley but
he went back to Jamaica.
Out of all the three sounds, I asked my dad who was the best sound? And he said
Sonny was the best sound because he had the better music. They had the old
Garrard decks and valve amps, and the boxes with Sonny Downbeat painted on
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them. They used to play at the old Caribbean Club, which was near Tesco’s [on
the Cowley Road], where Boots is.
The Dub - Was the Caribbean Club ground floor or upstairs or both?
GC – I went there a long time ago and I remember playing in the gym upstairs but
I think it might have downstairs mainly. To tell you the truth, I only went there
three or four times. We used to play some basketball and stuff upstairs, but I
think it was downstairs. I remember Sonny playing in there one time, so I heard
Sonny play. I am sure they played King Tubby’s. That would have been 1974
because the tune came out here ‘Here I Am Baby’ and this other guy played it
back on him.
Jesse James, I caught them playing at the Blackbird Leys Community Centre, in
the small youth club part. I was too young, I was looking through the door,
looking in at Jesse James.
Mr Big Stuff I saw play quite a lot of times because he carried on playing in the
Caribbean Club when it moved into the middle of Oxford on Paradise Square
down by Oxpens College, just past the Castle Tavern pub and down on the right.
It was like an old kind of church or school building. Mr Big Stuff used to play
there as resident, like every week or every other week, whatever.
Sonny packed up about ‘74 or ’75 and Jesse James, he had gone back to Jamaica,
so Big Stuff was the one left to play for the bigger people and that, and we used
to go there and just enjoy it, but then what happened whilst I was growing up
was we used to have some sound systems come down. One of them was called
Sir Lord and Lord David. Sir Lord were from Shepherd’s Bush and Lord David
were from Battersea and they became Moa Anbessa. They used to come play
the Blackbird Leys Youth Club on a Saturday. Not all the time but regular enough.
The people just a bit older than me, like Teddy Dan, the big people who are over
60 or 61 now knew, they were there. We could only look through the door
though as we were still too young.
My generation of people, well we hit the scene in ’76 and ’77. There was a sound
that used to come down regular and play in the week, and that was Squiddley,
Augustus Mitchell. He teaches Tae Kwon Do. He had a sound called Sounds For I;
he had the same kind of boxes like Sonny Downbeat and those old valve amps
and the old style preamp and he used to play on a Thursday when he could, not
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all the time you understand. So Squiddley came from London and he came from a
sound called Admiral Ken, who were a major sound who used to play a lot of big
dances with visiting Jamaican artists and their stage show. Squiddley was like
one of the Admiral’s followers and he came to live in Oxford about ’73.
And at the same time there was a sound system called Deadly Sting, run by
George Smith. Now there used to a club in Bicester called G’s. Well, that’s
George, but he lives here. George came from Trenchtown in Kingston and he had
Marshall speakers, you remember the old Marshall amps? They used to sound
round and nice, but a different approach. They used to play reggae but they also
used to play like Otis Redding, Marvin Gaye and things like that, some old soul
tunes. He knew a lot of singers from growing up in Trenchtown, people like Bob
Marley, Shenley Duffus, Eric Monty Morris and others. George is still about, he’s
a nice guy.
These two weren’t big sounds, but they could do a party, a blues, play in a hall
and that. The first big sound that came to Oxford that I remember was All
Nations from London. Rodney who cuts the hair came with them. Their name
was Sir Nation and they were quite a big sound in London back in the day, they
would play people like Coxsone and Fatman and that. Well they came down here
with a guy called Big John and Rodney was like his apprentice and they had this
hall down in St. Aldate’s/St. Ebbe’s called The Catacombs. It was an old
community youth club combined with a church and its catacombs and it had a
name for itself in the early 70s as a place to be and it was quite rowdy but that
had all passed by the time Sir Nation got hold of it.
Now they got clever and had the club for a Friday and a Saturday and they
changed their name into Black Harmony. They started in’75 but it was 1976
when it really took hold. The Friday nights were the big night and they used to
get sounds to come down and play, like Quaker City, Mafiatone, Count Shelly,
King Original and on the Saturdays they would still have a night, but it was a
lesser night, more like a local session.
This was the world into which Gary and his generation entered when they set up
their own sound systems in Oxford – including Jah Addis aka Addis Ababa and
Racka, who would eventually become Yardforce. We will explore that time, from
1976 onwards in the next issue of the Dub.
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There are those special musicians who change the very face of music as we have
known it. Those who’ve brought to us a whole new sound that changes the
music scene like few others do.
There’s been much about Bob Marley in The Dub, but one thing stood out in the
opening of a book I was recently reading about him, which was all about his
beginnings where the author said of Marley becoming a musical revolutionary
that ‘His race, nationality and modest family assets all seemed to work against
the likelihood of his even rising out of poverty. Yet those same factors may well
have fuelled his burning desire to better not just himself, but the lot of millions of
others with similar disadvantages’. (quote from Richie Unterberger). As I read
this, I was drawn towards another amazing and groundbreaking musician, one
Jimi Hendrix, the man who you could truly say redefined the electric guitar.
Born in Seattle, he was playing guitar by fifteen years old and given the name
Johnny Allen Hendrix.
Hendrix after leaving the army, joined the backing bands of such artists as the
Isley Brothers, Little Richard and Curtis Knight. None of these though gave an
inkling of what was to come. He was spotted by the ex- bassist of The Animals
(one of the UK’s top blues bands), who brought him to London and soon The Jimi
Hendrix Experience was born and the rest is history. Sadly he was around for
such a short time, but the music is as played today as it always has been. Just
released is a new collection of tracks, all unreleased until now.
So going back, having seen Hendrix on his first television appearance singing
‘Hey Joe’ (his first hit single), we piled in the car to see him that night playing live
at the Corn Exchange in Newbury. There were four of us, we paid our entrance
fee, and there quietly sat at a table alone was the man himself, just taking time
before he went on stage. No big rock star sat there, in fact we didn’t see anyone
go and chat with him. The support band did their set, which from what I
remember was pretty good, then we waited. We’d heard the single, but what
was he like live? The two piece Experience took the stage, then armed with his
Fender Stratocaster Jimi came on, the full flower power look, the tight slacks, the
colourful jacket. Then he began to play, and oh boy, this was something else.
The then unknown songs from his forthcoming album ‘Purple Haze’, ‘Voodoo
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Chile’ and the song every blues band in the land played ‘Red House’ (and many
still do). As a guitarist there was simply no one like him, and far from the quiet
man sat at the table as we entered, he flew up and down the fretboard, he could
be loud and firey on songs like ‘Foxy Lady’, or the beauty of a song like ‘The Wind
Cries Mary’. To ’Wild Thing ‘ the big pop hit where he played the solo behind his
head, usually including ‘Strangers In The Night’ another pop hit.
As I said, both Bob Marley and Jimi Hendrix changed the way we heard and saw
music like no others, their legacy both then and now stands as strong as it ever
did. From their early beginnings both grew and changed a generation, and
brought some simply amazing music to the world. These are artists that still sell
albums by the thousands, that’s stuff of true music legends, and a night we’ll
always remember!
Pete Clack
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CAPLETON
The Fyah Man
Hailed as the Prophet, the FyahMan, or more affectionately known as King
Shango, Capleton started his career in 1985, strengthening himself, growing as a
Deejay in and around the ghetto yard sounds and studios of Kingston. “An yu
know me come from Briggy (Brigadier Jerry) side, cause is there Briggy come
from.” *
As Capleton grew he started to receive international attention at stage shows
with African Star sound. His first 45 was recorded by Fatis Burell of Xterminator
Productions in Jamaica in 1989, but it wasn’t until 1992 when his single ‘Alms
House’ was released, that he really impacted the dancehall.
This led to the massive hit ‘Tour’ being released by Stuart ‘African Star’ Brown
which was the turning point in his career, finding himself driving audiences into a
frenzy from St Mary to Rome and Jo’burg to Japan. Knowing music is a mission
and not a competition, consciously dashin’ a fire upon spiritual wickedness and
all badmind. Exercising rhythms such as Steely & Clevie’s ‘Dirty Money’ and
‘Everybody Needs Somebody’ with songs like ‘More Prophet’ and ‘Good In Her
Clothes’, spreading the word of the works and meditation of the Higher One,
straight to Mount Zion. Hip hop stars of the day such as Method Man, were on
board and the Prophet was signed to Def Jam in America, which resulted in the
release of “Prophecy” in ‘95 and “I Testament” in ‘97, his fifth and sixth studio
albums respectively.
Maturing as a true performer, Capleton has flown the flag high with a myriad of
artists like Fantan Mojah, Buju Banton and Luciano but most notably Cocoa Tea.
For the people, not the hype!
Zioness aka Sista Helen
*From African Star to Superstar; Mel Cooke The Jamaica Star - old.jamaicastar.com
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JIMMY CLIFF
Jimmy Cliff was another singer I was introduced to by my father. He would often
play the soundtrack of “The Harder They Come” from start to finish and when he
switched to listening to CDs, he was very keen to track a copy down. His copy
was an original UK pressing, with the gatefold sleeve, much loved by both of us
since he bought it back in the early 1970s.
Jimmy Cliff played Ivan, the charismatic country hustler with the heart throb
looks who becomes both a singer and a gangster in the film, and also contributed
some of the album’s finest songs. ‘Many Rivers To Cross’, ‘Sitting In Limbo’, ‘You
Can Get It If You Really Want’ are true international hit songs, known by millions
well beyond the world of reggae. Cliff himself, of course is not Ivan, and his
career is still going strong, with strong albums and turbocharged live shows,
including a performance at London’s famous Roundhouse in the summer.

Jimmy Cliff is one of only two living singers who have received Jamaica’s Order of
Merit (Bunny Wailer is the other). He has recorded a wide range of different
music and began his career in the early 60s ska era with songs like ‘King Of Kings’
and ‘Miss Jamaica’. He has recorded pop, country and gospel, as well as
scorching roots reggae sides like ‘Material World’.
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Black & British
A Forgotten History by David Olusoga
This book has a huge scope, ranging from black legionaries in Roman Britain to
black sailors in all eras of the Royal Navy right up to the present day. The aim
seems to be to highlight the black people who have played a part in the
development of Britain over the last 2000 years or so. Obviously this includes
Britain’s ever changing role in the world slave trade, but also the black people
who came to live in Britain, free or otherwise. ‘Black & British’ was awarded
both the Longman-History Today Trustees Award 2017 and the PEN HessellTiltman Prize 2017.
Olusoga is not an academic, but he is a serious historian, starting out as a
producer of history programmes for TV. His well-researched and detailed
programmes led to him becoming a presenter, with his first documentary being
2014’s The World's War: Forgotten Soldiers of Empire, about the Indian, African
and Asian troops who fought in the First World War. He also presented the
programme that investigated the details of the compensation paid to British
slaveowners at the time that Britain made slavery illegal.
American War of Independence
The United States of America plays a large part in this book, and Olusoga spends
several chapters investigating the offer of liberation to slaves who were prepared
to leave their owners and join the British, the reality of this offer and the legacy
of the decisions made following it. This offer made a big stir in the Southern
states, where significant numbers of slaves tried to reach the British lines,
despite the considerable risks of being caught. An estimated 50,000 slaves left
their masters, and while not all fought against the rebels, they played an integral
part in the British war effort. The promise of emancipation was, however,
probably more to do with trying to destabilise the American economy than
offering freedom as a reward.
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There was a lot of disquiet about how they were treated while working as part of
the British Army but the trouble really started when the war was over and the
British lost. By that time, it had been established that slaves who were brought
to England could successfully claim that they were no longer the property of their
owner, as owning slaves was not legal in Britain (largely thanks to the efforts of
Granville Sharp, but that is another fascinating chapter of the story). There were
many of the former slaves who joined the British in the war against the
Americans who may have realistically expected that they would ultimately be
taken to England, where their days as slaves would be over.
While loyalist slaveowners were relocated in Canada and elsewhere by the
British, along with their slaves, those black people who had come over to the
British on the direct promise of freedom were subject to thorough inspection
before only 1500 were evacuated from Charleston at the end of the war, about a
third to Nova Scotia. Another 3000 ended up in New York, the last place the
British held on to in the new United States of America. From there, they too
were relocated to Nova Scotia. A few hundred were taken back to England to
start new lives there, mostly in London.
Once there, prospects were slim. The Loyalist Claims Commission was set up to
establish what claims any of them had on the British government for
compensation, although this was a slow and often unsuccessful process (many
cases were dismissed due to lack of paperwork). Ex-soldiers were joined by
former servants and slaves of white loyalists as well as sailors, swelling the
migration to between one and two thousand. This amounted to a mass
migration when added to London’s existing black population of possibly up to ten
thousand.
Having no means to speak of, no home parish to claim Poor Relief from in
England and no family meant that many of these former American slaves were
reduced to begging on the street. Due to their black skin, they were highly
visible and became known as the ‘black poor’. Schemes were quickly developed
for an African colony for the former slaves, or ‘recaptives’ as they had come to be
known. For those opposed to an increasing black presence in Britain, and
especially London, the motive was to move the ‘problem’ somewhere else. For
those motivated by the wish to do right by these former slaves, their mission
became to relocate them to Africa.
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A site was chosen on the banks of the Sierra Leone River, not far from the former
British slave fort on Bunce Island, the same river where slave ships were still
sailing out to Brazil, the USA and the Caribbean loaded with Africans stolen from
further inland. The location was far from ideal, the land was not good for
farming and tropical diseases were rife. A plan finally went ahead and the
settlement, known as the Province of Freedom and largely made up of men who
had escaped the American War of Independence along with some of their English
wives and family, barely made it through its first year. This site became where
another later settlement programme (involving people from the black
settlements in Nova Scotia) established a stronger foothold and eventually
became the city of Freetown in Sierra Leone. The rest of the story of Freetown is
told in some detail by Olusoga over subsequent chapters.
This is only one small part of the many thoroughly researched stories told in
David Olusoga’s staggering book. It is an epic and very fairly written read. Other
themes developed include the growth of the abolitionist cause and its successes
and failures; the British West Africa Squadron which pursued slave ships along
the west coast of Africa; the link between slavery and Britain’s Industrial
Revolution via cotton; the split in Britain over the American Civil War; the impact
of the Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica and the subsequent fallout and many,
many more.
Dan-I
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Salute to Winston Reedy
When the single ‘How Long Rastafari’ by Winston Reedy & Salute was released
last year, it rapidly became a favourite on Field Frequency Sound and a regular
on the Desta*Nation show. Based on the classic tune by Dennis Brown, Cedric
Brooks and others, it sounded at once brand new and as ancient as time.
Winston Reedy, the Salute band and the Room In The Sky crew have been
working away at the album “Vision In Life” for years now and its release on vinyl
as well as digital platforms is much anticipated.
Winston Reedy first appeared on my radar with the classic UK Lovers tune ‘Dim
The Light’ from 1983. I was totally unaware of his work as vocalist with The
Cimarons at that time. He built a solid solo career with lovers songs but he has
always had more dimensions to his character and music than that. This is fully
reflected on “Vision In Life”.
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Room In The Sky, the label that was featured in the September 2017 issue of the
Dub (issue 16), is a byword for quality, attracting musicians of the calibre of Vin
Gordon, Ray Carless, Preacher, Ben Bell and David Jahson. The album they have
cooked up with Winston Reedy features a few quality covers and many classic
riddims, although I don’t want to give away all the fun by giving them all away.
The covers include ‘Concrete Jungle’, ‘Lend Me’, ‘How Long’ and ‘Things In Life’.
Winston also reworks his own ‘I Spy Trouble’ which was on the original “Dim The
Light” album.
The double album also features a lot of high grade new material, such as
‘Kindness For Weakness’ and one of the strongest songs, ‘Wicked A Go Feel It’.
Lots of different styles are represented and there is something for everyone.
Available on vinyl and CD, “Visions In Life” will be released on 21 April – Record
Store Day.
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DUB DIARY
Melody Remix – Shoot, Aylesbury - Sun. 1st April, 2pm-late, free – 1st Sunday
every month
Reggae Innovation & Sound System Culture Conference – Birmingham
University, 4-5th April
Rastafari Way Festival – Entebbe, Jah Youth, Kindread, Caya, Dubateers &
Messenjah Sound Systems, Danny Red & more – 4 venues in Southend, 7th April
Iya Rebels (live band) – Purple Turtle, 9 Gun Street, Reading RG1 2JR – 7th April
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon
Road, Swindon SN1 5AR - Fri. 13th April & 11th May, free by invitation or flyer
(contact Asher MessenJAH)
Reading Dub Club: Jah Lion Movement, Dub Conscious Crew & Bumpkin Sound
System – upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS –
Sat. 14th Apr., 9pm-2am
High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1
4PS – Fri. 20th Apr., 9pm-1am – 3rd Friday every month
Mighty Crown – O2 Academy, Oxford – Fri. 4th May
Melody Remix – all day event: Ali Zion and a cast of DJs, including Dan-I – Shoot,
Aylesbury - Sun. 6th May, 2pm-midnight, free
Reading Dub Club: Field Frequency & Reverence (both on their own systems) –
upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat. 12th
May, 9pm-2am
Birmingham Dub Club: Field Frequency, Operation & Hytal Bosrah (all on their
own systems) – New Quantum Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity Street,
Birmingham B9 4EG – Sat. 19th May, 10pm-4am, £10
Bass Culture Research Conference – Goldsmith’s, University of London, New
Cross, London SE14 6NW – Sat. 26th May
Melody Creator HiFi – Queen’s Head, Aylesbury – Sun. 27th May, 5-10pm
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found on mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows)
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